
Direct Marketing Guide For Real Estate Investors

500+ TOP INVESTORS REVEAL THEIR FORMULAS AND STRATEGIES FOR
EXPONENTIAL DIRECT MAIL SUCCESS IN COMPETITIVE MARKETS

Welcome to the world of Direct Marketing for the real estate investor.

Now, first off, thank you for inputting your email and allowing us to help you scale your deal flow… no
matter how hot your market is right now.
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My name is Justin Dossey (CEO of Ballpoint Marketing), and my brother Ryan Dossey and I created this
business because Ryan had discovered massive success in building his $9 million-gross-rental portfolio in 24
months using direct mail. But, NOT just any direct mail; not your typical general-list-with-equity and
yellow-letters-with-red ink, mail.

We tweaked and tested multiple mailers and ideas until we found unique mailers and strategies that gave us
unmatched performance compared to any other strategies out there… and helped scale him to a 150+
property portfolio and a machine-like flipping business all run on direct mail (and now digitally as well).

But this isn’t just about Ryan’s success.

Because in our business, Ballpoint Marketing (BPM), we’ve helped over 500+ investors nationwide (that was
just in 2020 alone) scale to consistent deal-flowing businesses.

Here’s a couple of screenshots from our “WIN” folder that has hundreds of client WINs:
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Since, at BPM, we have a community and a good relationship with our clients, we’re going to give you their
secrets to how they grew their RE businesses so that you can finally enjoy time with your family.

(Rather than answering calls while eating dinner with the family or on a vacation).

We didn’t take up this business to be sending text messages, stuffing mailers ourselves, or answering calls.

We want freedom. And freedom starts with having systems in place. Now… this isn’t going to be a report on
building systems… but it will be a report on strategies and tools that most of our top investors use to scale to
where they’re at. The strategies of what works and what tools to use that give you that freedom, is practically
the same throughout our high-caliber clients.

There’s a typical scenario that exists with overworked investors (new and old). You get a good deal. You get
super excited about it. It closed and you get paid a nice check…

Then the anxiety starts!

You start thinking about your next deal. “When is the next deal going to happen?”.  From month to month it
can be a roller-coaster of fear about the next deal. While at the same time your dealing with:

- Deal-flow being constricted as more and more competitors enter your market and flood it with high
offers.

- Never really taking a vacation because your business demands you be on the phone constantly.
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- Worried about your marketing dollar being watered down because your market is so HOT and everyone
is using the MLS, SMS marketing, and cold calling.

That doesn’t have to be a reality for you.

Our top-caliber clients worked through their problems and developed the strategies necessary to NOT worry
about the competition (and I'll show you how in the “Marketing Section”). And we want to share those
discoveries with you, so that you no longer have to rely on the MLS, or Realtors, or spamming marketing
methods that are being bombarded by other investors.

We want you to have scalability… free from competition overload.

We want your business to close deals while you’re vacationing with your family, sipping on Mojitos.

We want you to find your OWN deals… rather than rely on the shifty MLS, and double-crossing agents.

Here’s what one of our clients Steve Uhlig did:

He was celebrating his 10-year marriage anniversary in Mexico, all while closing a $30k assignment
deal.

Here’s what he said himself:

“Finally closed the $30K assignment fee while I was in Mexico celebrating my 10 year anniversary the other
week. I used to make $30K a year before taxes. It came from a postcard directed to Absentee Owners with

equity in the top 10 hottest cash deal zip codes. Targeted owners with 3 or fewer properties. I used Power BI to
get a birds-eye of which zip codes had the most cash buyer activity and just focused on those 10 zip codes.

Found the end buyer by using the Auto Mailer software to blast realtors in the zipcode who represented cash
buyers. The buyer wired in $2,500 EMD to the title, which was treated on the HUD as a marketing fee.  The

remaining $27,500 balance was handled off the HUD in a cashier’s check so the seller did not see the spread.
The buyer was fine with the assignment fee.”

This is the exact post in our “Create Cash Flow” Mastermind:
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The reason I pasted it here, is because it’s chock-full of tools and strategies that we’ll be talking about today.
What he used are tools that most of our clients use to really SCALE their business. They’re creating a consistent
deal-flowing business…

… Rather than a business run by LUCK, where you have no idea when and where the next deal is going to
come from, and always worried about competition squeezing you out.

Well, that is no more, as long as you implement strategies of scaled investors in the nation. They don’t rely
on the MLS anymore. They aren’t going from one month to the next, worried about “When are we going to
find the next deal that pays the bills!”. Instead, they’ve built machines for their business, pumping out deals
while their team handles the “logistics”.

So let’s get to it and start with some of the more important skill sets and strategies that a scaled business
understands.

Mailing

I know I sound biased here… but the “old school” snail-mail method of marketing… is one of the best
strategies for SCALING to your 7-figure passive income business. Yes, many of our clients and Ryan himself use
digital marketing (another great medium for scaling)... but digital is a beast to learn! Mailing is EASY to start off
with (as long as you follow the steps below).
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We’ll get into ways you can use other mediums to scale (mediums that our best clients combine and
leverage). But since we’re a mailing company AND mailing is as easy as ordering online… We'll start with this.

Why?

Because mailing is the ultimate direct response medium. Meaning, it sends a message DIRECTLY to your
prospect (as long as you have the right data, which we’ll talk about next). It’s scalable because it doesn’t take a
lot of moving parts and you can EASILY expand into other markets.

Most of our top clients use this without much management. They might employ an acquisitions manager or a
lead manager or a marketing manager to oversee the KPI’s and throttle the mailings as they go. Or they’ll use it
to expand into other markets since it’s one of the fastest and easiest methods to reach other markets.

But getting the mail right… CAN be difficult if you don’t start it off right. So, we’ll start with:

“How to launch a successful mailing campaign”

And our first step is the most crucial…

The List

We start with the list because it’s THE most important part of a successful direct mail campaign.

There’s a LOT of bad advice for list creation. But in all industries, and in all marketing mediums… the list/data
does 80% of your work. Meaning, it doesn’t matter what you say to them, how “new” your marketing medium
is, or how many texts you spam them with, or what time of day you cold-call…

… If you’re not targeting the right people/assets you can’t connect with them and your marketing falls right
on its face.

If your list (or data) sucks, your results will suck.

Bad data and poor lists will DRAIN your time and money. I don’t know about you but early on I couldn’t
afford to burn my itsy bitsy, teenie tiny, marketing budget.

So the first step to marketing with mail is actually getting your list TIGHT. I tapped into our community of
hundreds of investors, and looked into our own data (because we do list services), and sifted through our test
results and we’ve narrowed down some CRUCIAL list advice for you.
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Not doing the following can mean money lost.

1. Pulling lists

Before I get into what lists are hot for our clients, let’s talk about how and where we get them. First off, many
of the most successful clients at BPM use a tool called Propstream. They can pull some great lists for you and
it’s very affordable. Here’s a Youtube video of Ryan Dossey showing you how to pull one of his best lists from
Propstream: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xLGlSeOj5PM

If you’re interested in Propstream, here’s our affiliate link that gives you a 7-day free trial:
https://trial.propstreampro.com/cccf/.

(Yes we do get a commission from affiliate links, but we only recommend and sign up as affiliates in tools that
we use and trust. And Propstream is a tool that we cannot live without and use on a weekly basis ourselves.)

2. Use niche lists

The general list can cost you hand-and-foot if you solely use it. Even if you have a marketing budget of a
million dollars (which some of our clients do), only implementing general lists (like homeowners with equity)
can be a lot of WASTE. Don’t get me wrong, a branding strategy that some clients use is blanketing the market
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with postcards. But, that is costly to do, and hard to see results unless you’re in it for the long run. For the
purpose of this report, we’ll leave general lists out, and go into the much more profitable strategy of NICHE
LISTS.

Here are some examples of lists to use (and later we’ll combine some):

a. Divorce
b. Expired MLS listings (This one's a big winner for us. Many people buy houses with this list. It’s a list of

people that have said “YES I want to sell, but my Realtor failed me!”)
c. Absentees with equity (I know a lot of people use this and it gets a bad rep, but this can be a profitable

list if you STACK your list. We’ll go over that in the next step)
d. Seniors (Slow but super-profitable)
e. Tax delinquents (If you can get the data from your county website, this is GOLDEN. Very few things in

life physically force a person to sell their home)
f. Fire / EMS / Criminal activity / Code Violations. (See if your local departments share this data)
g. Vacant (Make sure that you do NOT mail vacant owner-occupants. If no one is there… they’re not

getting your mail)
h. Forbearance
i. Pre-foreclosure
j. Bankruptcy (But with equity. That’s the key. They still have to afford to sell to us)

Ok, so I know this isn’t an elaborate list (I want to list our clients’ best ones), and I know these lists aren’t
anything new. Everyone talks about them. But what’s IMPORTANT is how you use them. This is the key that will
differentiate you. Let’s get into HOW we use these in the next section.

2. List Stacking

Using those lists alone, with no other criteria can get you killed in a very competitive market (think So Cal,
Bay Area, DFW, etc). But the good thing about Rei is that:

… Most investors are LAZY!

They don’t want to take their time to create their own messaging, their own mailing pieces, or more
importantly…

… their own uniquely stacked list.

So the next step is we’re going to combine and filter these lists; narrow them down so that everyone on that
list has a very good chance of needing to sell (and so that we have the best possible chance of buying with our
mailings).
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Now, why would I do something like this?

No matter how “niched” you are, it’s still a competitive market and a competitive list; these sellers are STILL
getting bombarded with SMS and mailings by competitors. Yes, that is all very true my friend.

BUT…. by doing this (stacking your lists), you’ve cut out a lot of tire kickers and you’ll now have a narrowed
list of people most likely to say, “Yes I need to sell!”.

That’s the key to successful marketing: Putting the Right message in front of REAL Sellers.

As marketers, we’re trying to get our message in front of the RIGHT people. Every individual we put our
marketing in front of, it costs us money PER individual.

Generating calls and leads can be expensive in this industry. So, we want to cut out all the “fat”, all the
tire-kickers, and get right to the heart of the real sellers.

By doing this, it means you can afford to spend MORE on your marketing via stacked mediums (combining
DM with PPC, digital, cold calling, etc). It means you can spend more time and money on more elaborate
eye-catching mailing pieces, and a more defined message. It allows the REAL sellers to see our message
multiple times with multiple mediums (rather than once).

NOTE: Keeping on this topic, putting the right message in front of the right seller also applies to your follow up
marketing. Check out a tool/service  that puts copy-driven messages into your CRM for you, written by the top
copywriter in the business… they’ve got free samples here: www.reiomnidrip.com

“The Business That Can Spend The Most To Acquire A Customer, Wins” — Dan
Kennedy

Remember, we’re trying to get sellers' attention in a world full of marketing hype, scams, pools of mailing
pieces, spam-texts, and cold calls. To connect with them, you need the right message (multiple times) and a
stand-out marketing piece. We’ll get into what our clients use as far as mailing pieces to help them dominate
their markets later.

Let’s jump into how we stack these lists using an example.

For this example, we’re starting with a master list of absentee owners. Other combinations may start with a
master list of seniors with equity instead, or homeowners with equity. It all depends on your market; what
direction is it now? Are there more landlords than owners? Are there many evictions? Are there more
homeowners struggling? These are hard to answer, I know, but be mindful of your market.
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1. First, we start with the absentee list of your market.

2. Then, we add these filters to the list:
a. Only include properties in the 3 hottest cash sales zip codes (we’ll cover this in detail in a later

section).
b. Owners with 3 or fewer properties
c. Evictions (If you can get it in your state)

You can stop the stacking there… or you can keep stacking if you have a large list that exceeds your budget.
You can keep stacking with these “filters”:

a. Out-of-State owners (If don’t have access to evictions, swap this filter for evictions)
b. Liens
c. Code violations
d. Bankruptcy with equity

Keep in mind, as I said before, I’m just giving you examples here. You’ll most likely only use a stack of 2-4.
The point of doing this is finding the contacts that are on MULTIPLE lists. If he/she is on multiple lists, that’s
someone to pay attention to.

If you’d like to try REsift, consider using our affiliate link with them. Ryan, my brother, and many of our clients
use them extensively and live by it. For a free trail and to watch a demo, go to: http://www.reisift.io/?fp_ref=ccf

A Numbers Game

The more “situations” you add, the hotter your list becomes, however, the smaller your list becomes as well.
There can be a point where you keep stacking, and you’re left with hardly any properties to work with.

Remember, this is a numbers game. And if you only have a list of 100 people… you might get ZERO calls
(one if you’re lucky).

It’s just how the numbers work. If you have an average response rate of 2% (pretty good), then you can
expect 2 calls from a list of 100. Now, 2 calls DO NOT mean a deal. It all depends on your appointment ratio
(how many appointments do you get with your calls), and your close ratio (how many deals do you get per
appointment).

If an investor has a close ratio of 2/10 (that’s a decent conversion rate), then he needs at least 5 good
appointments for one deal. If he/she has an appointment rate of 1/3 then he’ll need 3 (good) calls to book an
appointment.  These numbers are just examples, and don’t represent the industry… but the point I’m making
here is that you NEED numbers.
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3. List Cleaning

Every address costs hard-earned cash. So, if you don’t like throwing money into the toilet, then I suggest you
get into the habit of cleaning and updating your lists.

1. When you first create your list or buy it, you (or your VA) are going to have to go through it and remove
duplicate owners and mailing addresses. You don’t want to waste your money on multiple mailings.

2. After you mail it out and start receiving mailers back (called “Return to Sender” (RTS)), you’ll want to
remove all those RTS from your niche list. Keep an eye out on your mailbox because you’ll likely get a
few returns. Get those off your niche list (not your master list). There are multiple reasons why they got
returned, it could be they moved, bad addresses, etc. When you send another mailer campaign, you
want to avoid wasting yet more of your precious green stuff on return mailings.

(NOTE: Return to Sender’s (RTS) CAN be profitable. Rather than just letting them fall off the wayside,
you can spend a little extra time and/or money actually finding them. You can pay a VA to find new
and more accurate contact information and have someone cold call them (or mail them again). Many
of our clients include this “deep prospecting” in their operations, and grab extra deals each year doing
so. You (or your VA’s or AM’s) take more of an “investigator” role; You might have to call relatives to
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locate the person. If you have the time and money to do this, It can be well worth doing some deep
prospecting for high potential contacts).

Next, you’re going to want to update that list if you're going to mail it again. It blows my mind how I still get
cold calls from realtors or other wholesalers about a property I sold 2 years ago! Their data sucks and they’re
wasting their time.

You’re going to want to update that list every 6 months. But depending on your market and list type, you
might want to do a smaller time frame. For instance, depending on your state, foreclosures or some other
notice can happen much faster than 6 months. So, you’ll need a fresh list much sooner.

People move, people, sell, and situations change… so, you don’t want to be the sucker with BAD DATA
wasting your time and marketing dollars on someone who doesn’t even own the house.

4. Sorting your list

This last tip is basic excel spreadsheet advice.

It’s basic, but it's worth mentioning since many have made this easy mistake that can cost them their entire
mailing dollar.  When you receive your list in an excel spreadsheet, Make sure you don’t sort using ONE
column. When you need to sort your list based on alphabetical order, it’s important you highlight every contact
at once, not ONE column. If you don’t highlight the entire document when sorting, it’ll result in all your
contacts getting their addresses, names, properties, etc, mixed up.

Here are some examples pictures to illustrate:
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Very simple to correct, but many make this mistake.

The result is your entire mailing sent back as a “Return to Sender”. Like so:
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At BPM we can pull your list for you so you don’t get a messy list with only a single column. If you need help
ordering and choosing a list, call us for a free strategy call. Our production manager will be happy to get you all
the information you need and get your first order started. Make sure to mention your first-time customer
coupon “get10off”.

To speak with us about strategy and order a campaign, call us at: (866)550-1722

Section Review

The most important lesson out of all this is: Spend time preparing your lists.

Don’t just hastily buy an absentee list and send it. The biggest mistake people make in a DM campaign is
going TOO fast in the preparation stage. Spend time filtering, splitting them, cleaning them, etc.
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Marketing

Back when Google was the “Wild West” in the early 2000s and they weren't as sophisticated as they are now,
by any measure, anyone and anything can get ranked on the first page by just posting a bunch of nonsense, as
long as you had stuffed your pages with keywords; you’d just hire someone at $3 per/article to jam your
keywords into a blog without it making much sense.

It made millions for some companies.

But then, the first Google slap came.

Google isn’t stupid, they knew well of this user-unfriendly ranking system that was going on. So they were
working on an algorithm to eliminate all that nonsense. So then, they published a new algorithm for ranking...

… And overnight…
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These same million-dollar companies using the old Google algorithms to jump rank... vanished.

Why?

Because they relied on ONE source; one medium for their ENTIRE business (their entire business was
supported by a loophole in Google's old system)

With that, I will say that direct mail (our business) is the SAFEST medium out there. It’s far, far less regulated
than digital, calling, and SMS And it’s hard for a seller to avoid the letters we send out at Ballpoint Marketing.

But… At the same time, we know very well the danger of having one source. That’s why a lot of our clients
have 2-3 traffic sources driving their deals. Once you get into the off-market-deal game, you’re now stepping
into the marketing game.

It’s all about being a good marketer.

If you’re good at this… it doesn’t matter how heavy the competition is.

Good marketing isn’t about having the sexiest tool or the most modern platform… or sending the most spam
texts. It’s about putting the right message, in front of the right person… in mediums your prospects trust and
use.

So, in the next section let’s escalate your marketing game by looking at tips and strategies from top investors
and marketers.

1. Focus on WHERE the sellers are at

The late great Gary Halbert, a famous copywriter, once gave a speech to some MBA college students. He
asked them:

“If you could open up a hamburger stand and have a unique advantage that others don’t, what would you
choose?”

Some said best meat, or best prices, or best locations.

Then Gary told them:

“You’re all wrong! You can have all those qualities combined, and I only need ONE to beat the
pants off all of you… The quality I want is a starving crowd!”
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This applies to anything, doesn't it? I love fishing, and all good fishermen know that you can have the best
bait or best tech… but if you’re looking for Mahi Mahi fish, you’re wasting time throwing your lure into a
freshwater lake.

Well, the same applies to houses; Specifically, motivated sellers.

If you’re living at or near a metro area…  then most likely you have a large number of zip codes to choose
from. Which zip codes do you go after? Well, you can do what most amateur marketers do, and that is
randomly guess. But that has as good of odds as Las Vegas slots.

Instead, find good zip codes. What makes a good zip code? Areas with many sellers; especially the areas that
have lots of CASH sales--that’s where the wholesalers are. Go after the markets where there IS activity from
flippers and wholesalers. Now, this may be contrary to “common” marketing advice out there. But, why
reinvent the wheel? These markets already tell you that there are LOTS of sellers that need a cash offer.

Worried about the competition?

Don’t be. Because as you use a high-quality list inside that market, with high-quality mailers, and use some of
the branding techniques we show you below… competition will be way far behind you.

If you’re looking to wholesale/flip and you want to make it as EASY as possible for you, narrow down your list
by zip codes with most cash sales (by percentage). Not doing this is like pushing a square boulder uphill.

Here’s a free video on how to find these zip codes using List Source:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=a3ga1a8dlNg
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Here’s a story from the great Dan Kennedy again, that illustrates this perfectly.

He was consulting a carpet cleaning business. The business was following (almost) everything that Dan
taught when it comes to marketing and message. But they were STILL getting lousy results. So Dan took a drive
with the client to his “farm” area.

He immediately saw the problem.

As they were driving, he noticed beat-up cars in the driveway, trash in the street, and neighborhoods that
weren’t taken care of.  With further investigation, he found the majority of the occupants were tenants, not
owners. Carpet cleaning services are expensive and bought regularly by OWNERS of affluent groups
(upper-middle-class and up)... not tenants. The client was sending his expensive marketing pieces to the
WRONG people.

Same with you… don’t send your elaborate campaign to people most likely NOT to sell. Make it easy for
yourself.
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So, the first step is to narrow down on the hot zip codes where a lot of wholesale deals happen. One way is
to use something like List Source and filter for top cash offers relative to the sales in that zip code. Also, As our
client Steve Uhlig does, use the software Power BI to get a birds-eye view on the top producing zip codes.

Alright, let’s move into the next hot tip…

2. Frequency

There has been this “7x” rule floating around for a few years. The rule says that most people need to see a
message 7 times before they actually take action on it. How true this is (whether it’s seven or twenty times),
we don’t exactly know, nor do we care.

Because what matters for us is frequency.

The more times your prospect sees your messages, the more likely they are to respond. For mailing a list, our
top clients mail it 3-7+ times (as long as it’s getting good potential leads). This rule is especially true in very
competitive markets.

It’s not enough to send one mailing campaign and call it done.

That same mailing list (if you pulled a good list) can be mailed multiple times. Just use different mailers (we
have handwritten comic-sequence postcards and various custom and template letters at:
https://ballpointmarketing.com/catalog/.

Sellers sometimes need time. Just because you mail them once, doesn’t mean they’re ready to sell THAT
month. They could’ve had a bad day and thrown out all the mail, or the letter got lost in the “cracks”... Or it
was a day where they just weren’t that motivated to respond and they’re “waiting” the situation out instead.

Regardless of the situation, don’t waste your list on ONE mailing. Just make sure you remove the deals done,
the “get me off your list” (many investors don’t. It’s your choice), and the RTC (you’ll do “deep prospecting” on
these later).

3. Stack the Mediums

Here’s a true story…

Proactive is the hit product that you’ve seen throughout infomercials with celebrities like Jessica Simpson
and Justin Bieber. It’s owned by Gunthy-Renker, a BILLIONAIRE dollar direct response company.
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The CMO of the company was on stage at a big marketing seminar called “Titans Of Direct Response”,
explaining how they sometimes can’t figure out where their customers are coming from. They have so many
ads in different mediums it’s hard to tell if the customer saw an infomercial first BUT responded to a Facebook
ad, or maybe they received a direct mail package, BUT the TV ad reminded them of it and they called from that
ad.

The problem is, they don’t exactly know which marketing motivated them into a response, and therefore
can’t truly measure it.

This is (somewhat) a good problem to have.

The point of this story for you is NOT about measuring… but instead, it’s a lesson on…

… How to bludgeon your competition into oblivion.

While your competition is worried about getting their text messages out, or nailing bandit signs in the
middle of the night… you’re blanketing your area so that your sellers see you and your company multiple
times (even 100 times with digital ads, is what some of our top-notch clients are doing).

Doing this will get comments from sellers who call in saying things like:

“Oh, I called because I keep seeing your letters and ads”.

If you want omnipresence and dominance in your competitive market, you’ll need to send multiple messages
to those same sellers in different mediums (Mail, PPC, radio, door hangers, SEO, etc.)

Keeping with the topic of direct mail… once you buy that list don’t waste it on mailing alone (hopefully
you’re mailing that list multiple times as we’ve talked about). You paid good money for the list… might as well
leverage that list to the utmost.

For instance, if you’ve placed your brand name on those mailers, and they Google your name, what will they
find?

Something good hopefully right? Are there Google reviews? Are there also PAID ads for your brand name’s
keyword? When they land on your site, Is there a COMPLETE website with transparent information about you
and your brand?

Do you have the Facebook pixel set up, so that those site visitors continue to get your messages via Facebook
and Instagram (Most likely your sellers hang around those platforms)?
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Or, if your master list is big enough, uploading it as an audience on Facebook and sending them FB ads?

How about “warm calling” that list after you've mailed?

It’s no longer a “cold call” since you’ve mailed them and you're asking if they received your “package” (just
make sure you remove contacts in the DNC list).

Or, putting up local Google ads for keywords (don’t forget your brand as a keyword), in your market area.

Or, hanging up door hangers to that list or in your market?

(Like, our uniquely designed real hand-written door hangers at Ballpoint Marketing. They’re real pen, and
real handwriting and they look like you’ve personally written a message to the homeowner. You can blanket
your market very inexpensively with them and add an extra layer of marketing. Check them out at:
https://ballpointmarketing.com/product/door-hangers/)

This is all part of the “branding” process that elevates your trust in the market.
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In our mastermind called “Create Cash Flow”, there’s a whole series of courses on how to brand the right way
and how to leverage all these mediums mentioned.

The point in all this is this: don’t waste a list or a seller’s action. Leverage it from multiple angles. Leverage
the events (Site visits) by having a trustworthy site for those skeptical sellers… or having a pixel to send them
ads that elevate your status.

This is what “branding” is about: being constantly top of mind for your sellers while at the same time
elevating your status and credibility.

The next tip isn’t an actual marketing tip, but it’s a tip to save your backside…

4. Scrub against DNC list

Let’s talk about cold calling and cold text messaging…

… How does a $41,000 fine sound?

Well, that’s about the fee that the FTC will slap on you (per call) for calling a number on the Do Not Call list.
Someone on that Do Not Call list deliberately applied to be on it. So they aren’t dumb. They can easily
complain to the FTC. I see people (who have no background in Law) say on Bigger Pockets, that we aren’t
“selling” anything, so the telemarketing laws don’t apply to us.

Well, that sounds nice and all… but this is assuming that a judge without a brain will actually “buy” your
argument. Are you going to trust “legal counsel” from a random person, you’ve never met, who’s probably
never been in a courtroom? Do you think a judge will actually fall for that silly argument?

Well, I’m not a lawyer myself (although we consult with them)… but what I’m telling you to do, is err on the
side of caution.

At the end of the day, you’re involved with COMMERCE. You are a real business and marketing to many other
homeowners… Therefore, you're telemarketing. So, we might as well act like a real business, stay out of
trouble, and scrub the DNC list... Plus it’s the right thing to do. You wouldn't want to get spam calls after you’ve
jumped through hoops to get your name on the DNC list.

The same advice applies to cold text messaging.

The typical advice for SMS marketing in Rei is to buy a list, scrub that list for phone numbers, and blast that
list… COLD. Well, deals ARE made with that method… but…
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… it’s illegal. And borderline unethical. And if that doesn’t stop you from doing it, if you’re caught by the FTC
doing SMS in this way, are bigger the cold-calling-DNC violation. There are better ways to do SMS. And I’m not
going to get into it here, but it requires a seller opting into your SMS marketing list.

Alright, enough of being “Debby Downer”, this next section is our last and it segues perfectly...

5. Build a relationship with quality marketing

Let’s talk about the ONE element needed to close a deal.

Without it, your deal falls flat, and no one signs your contract or may even drop out of closing going MIA
without warning. The element I’m talking about here is...

… Trust.

A seller will only sign and close your deal if they know, trust, and like you.  This is sales 101.

But building rapport and trust actually starts with YOUR marketing, not the face-to-face interaction.
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Think of Rapport and Trust as something we can measure with a seller. Imagine a thermometer that ranges
from -30 degrees to 120 degrees Fahrenheit. This thermometer represents rapport. Only when the
thermometer hits 100 degrees will a seller trust you enough to close a deal.

You want to be at a fairly high “temperature” with your seller before you or your AM meets with them.

It makes selling MUCH easier and increases your conversation rates.

It sets up for an easier appointment; helps an A.M. knockdown price objections, and even makes your lower
offer more acceptable (because they trust you… it happens all the time in REI. A seller goes with a lower offer
because they trust you over the other guy).

However, what’s the seller's “rapport temperature” when they receive a random cold text message from
someone they don’t know? It’s undoubtedly very low (sub-freezing low, where you need two parkas and an
igloo). Or, you send a “Last Notice….” postcard that’s meant to be disguised as a notice from the bank. These
marketing tricks don’t build rapport. Rather, you’re building skepticism right from the beginning. In other
words, if you even make contact with them, you’re starting off on the wrong foot.

You want to build rapport from the beginning.

Two easy methods that our top clients use to build quality relationships with sellers is to have plenty of
credibility online about themselves and their brand… and use quality handwritten mailers (with real blue ink).
These mailers stand out and give a personal touch that your sellers respect.

Tools

Phew! We went into some detail about the list and the marketing. Hopefully, you can tell by now, your
list/data is so important to have a successful mailing campaign.

But obviously, it doesn’t stop there. If you want to have the CONTINUED success that our 500+ clients have
and create an everlasting business where you close $30,000 deals while vacationing in Mexico sipping on Mai
Tai’s… then you’ll need the right tools to do so as well.

The rest of this report will list the common tools that are used by our clients to create an ongoing business
where they can step away from time to time.

1. List Source- There are many tools out there to grab a list: Listsource.com, PropertyRadar, Propstream,
and county websites to name a few. The number one tool to use is Propstream. We have an affiliate link
that allows for a 7-day trial. Go to: https://trial.propstreampro.com/cccf/
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If there’s a list you can’t find on there, or notices that Propstream doesn’t have, check with your
county and you may be able to pull it yourself from them. If you don’t want to bother learning how to
use Propstream and want someone to pull the list for you… call us at 866-550-1722 or go to
https://ballpointmarketing.com/product/property-records/ and we’ll be more than happy to pull that
list for you.

2. List cleaning - For cleaning, scrubbing, and stacking lists, use REIsift. It's inexpensive, and a great tool to
have for any RE business owner. Here’s a list of some of the things it does:

i. List stack
ii. Purge out duplicates

iii. Skip trace
iv. Check Vacancies
v. Sort

To get a free trial and watch a demo on how RESift works, check out using our affiliate
link at: http://www.reisift.io/?fp_ref=ccf RESift is a tool we use day-in and day-out.

3. Mailing piece - Speaking of leveraging your marketing dollar, you don’t want to spend all that effort on
getting a great list, getting a strategy together… then sending a “limp” marketing piece. So, our next
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piece of advice that we recommend… is our handwritten mailers.

After testing millions of mailers, we’ve put together the packages that give you the best response of
any marketing piece out there… just ask our 500+ successful clients (we placed some of their reviews
on the bottom of this report).

On our site, you’ll notice that there is only a less-than-handful to choose from rather than a plethora of
different mailing pieces. This is because we’ve tested many, and found these to work best for our clients. We
have our postcard comic sequence, letter templates, and custom mailers.

You can get a 10%-off discount by using the code “10offnow” at: www.ballpointmarketing.com/catalog
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4. Call Intake - So, you don’t think our top clients are sitting around waiting for calls all day do you?
If you want to run a real business where you can make money WHILE you’re vacationing with your
family sipping mojitos in Mexico (that’s the third time I said… I must really like Mexico!)….

The only way is to SCALE.

To do this, you can’t be your own call center. (Sure, if you’re new you gotta start somewhere.) There
are a TON of different call centers out there. Ryan and I have tried many call centers. But we were
dissatisfied. So we just created our own. We’ve vetted, trained, and hired quality U.S.-based callers (not
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VA’s from out of the country) to take our calls.

It worked so well for us that our clients kept bugging us to use our callers. So we decided to make it
open to the public. We hired and trained more callers, we trained managers and created a REAL
U.S.-based call center specifically for real estate, and now most of our top clients are also using it.

Let me take some time here and brag a bit to say that Forbes named it one of the top tools for real
estate entrepreneurs. You can read about it here:
https://www.forbes.com/sites/johnhall/2018/07/22/7-real-estate-tools-entrepreneurs-should-know-ab
out/?sh=6602288bb7b1

The name of the company is Call Porter.

Of course, I know I sound biased here because it is our own company. But there’s a reason we went through
the headache of creating a bonafide call center.

Investors around the US, including my brother and I, were tired of:

- low-quality leads,
- callers not prying enough for more information,
- language barriers that sellers couldn't understand,
- and an overall lack of DEAL FLOW because of poor quality.
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So if you want a call center that hires U.S. based agents who know the industry (RE is all they do), are trained
to ask the right questions, trained to screen callers… and trained to book appointments straight into your
calendar…

… Then consider the agents at Call Porter.

You can go to https://www.callporter.com/schedule/ to schedule a FREE demo.

5. Tight-Ship Management - Have you heard of the “leaky bucket” disease? It’s a fatal disease that only
happens to overwhelmed entrepreneurs and kills a business slowly and painfully until they just give up
on their businesses’ life and commit “euthanasia”.

Most businesses' problems aren’t that they need more leads.

It’s that they’re LOSING too many deals.

Lead management is our last and final topic of the hour, and probably one of the most important
(next to a quality list of course). There can be a whole book devoted to follow up, but we’ll give you the
most highly rated and used CRM that our clients use. And that’s  RESimpli at https://resimpli.com/
(we’re not affiliated with them).

It’s not like Podio, where you have to be a programmer to figure it out. It’s simple. It has automated
task and project management and even built-in accounting software so you know your KPI’s and what’s
working and what’s not working in your business. Most of our 500+ clients use this. I suggest it as your
first step to running a tight ship in your business.

6. Follow up; drips - Most problems that exist with deal flow is they’re not working their leads enough. A
good drip follow up sequence can help make sure you continue to market to leads on auto-pilot. The
service/tool we recommend is OmniDrip. They can build you a “leak proof” drip sequence right inside
your CRM for you, for only a tiny investment. Check them out, it’s created by the industry’s top
copywriter. They give free samples here: www.reiomnidrip.com

Final Advice

We’ve gone through a lot, and hope you’ve thoroughly read the list-building portion BEFORE you buy a
single mailer. It’s crucial that you understand the art and science of list creation for a successful campaign. And
if you’re ready to make your first order of our beautiful, attention-grabbing, relationship-building mailers…
make sure to use the 10% coupon “10offnow”.
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We also understand that a little document like this sometimes isn’t enough. There are ALWAYS problems that
come up. So, with that, I’m going to offer you a “bit” more help. When I said that we have 500+ clients….
There’s actually more than that. That’s only 500 clients for BPM.

There’s also a mastermind that Ryan Dossey and I created, full of active real estate investing BUSINESS
owners, all sharing their ideas, answering questions, and helping each other out. I’m a stern believer in
masterminds for ongoing success and I personally spend 5 figures on them a year. If you’re interested in the
one we have, it’s called “Create Cash Flow”. You can learn more about it here: Ryandossey.com/wins

Ballpoint Marketing Reviews:

"We have been using ballpoint for over a year now and it's been our biggest lead
generation tool. We would not be where we are today without them. I have acquired 24
doors just in the past year and have flipped over 10 houses that have all come from
Ballpoint Marketing. Highly recommend these guys and will continue doing business!"
-Mitch Pater, Michigan

“I bought two properties from 2,500 mailers. The reason the seller went with me was,
he said, because I took the time to write out a hand-written letter...” -  Steve Uhlig from
Guardian Property Solutions.
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"Early on in my business I got several deals from online leads and kind of wrote off
sending mail. If I’m being completely honest I still don’t like direct mail, but I’ve gone
back to it to add consistency to my lead flow and business. I’ve sent around 10,000
pieces and that’s resulted in 3 deals so far. Oh yeah, and one of those deals plans to sell
me their other 4 properties.It is not uncommon for me to have an appointment where the
homeowner tells me they have received mail for years but I’m the first one they’ve
decided to call.The quality of the mail pieces fits so well with the mission and vision of
my business; the seller’s immediately feel valued and cared from the moment they open
my letter.Ballpoint has helped me stand out in a competitive market and I’m grateful to
be an example of direct mail still working." - Aaron Bihl, Texas

“I just bought 2 properties from 2,500 letters. Thanks Ballpoint!” Tara

BPM has really exceeded my expectations when it comes to direct mail. I’ve used
different companies before and the response from the handwritten letter has been
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ridiculously high. Totally surprised me. Because of their handwritten letters I got my
first deal with only 500 letters dropped in the first week.” - Arvi Carkanji, Tennessee

"I have used multiple different vendors for direct mail in times past, but none of them
have offered the level of service, quality, and response rate that I am currently receiving
with ballpoint marketing. So glad that we connected, and will absolutely continue to
use it!" - Drew Wiard, Indiana

“I traded $4,500 in mailer for $200k in equity!” - Michael Thomas

"BPM letters are critical to helping us stand out in our very competitive market.On every
appointment, we go on we always hear things like: 'I love the handwritten letter!' 'That's
such great marketing!' 'They really made you seem more legit!'  We've even heard
numerous times from sellers that they get letters regularly, but we were the first ones
they have ever called. We've tried cheaper marketing and got what everyone else got...
silence. If you're going to try direct mail, do it right. Use BPM" - Mike Dehaan, Washington
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“It looks like a letter that your grandma Hand Wrote to your sellers” - Clint Bartlett

“I’ve never been a direct mail kinda guy. When I decided to do [direct mail] I decided to
use the best… I found Ballpoint marketing, and I was impressed… It’s a little more pricey
than the others, but I really wanted that upscale feel. I gave it a shot… and within the
first 1,000 I got a deal… More importantly, when I’m going on appointments now, I’m
hearing the people tell me that they call me because the letter stood out. And that's I
spent the extra money to go with Ballpoint” - Mitchell, Birmingham, AL

“Finally closed the $30K assignment fee while I was in Mexico celebrating my 10 year
anniversary the other week.  I used to make $30K a year before taxes.  It came from a
postcard directed to Absentee Owners with equity in the top 10 hottest cash deal zip
codes.  Targeted owners with 3 or fewer properties.  I used Power BI to get a birds eye
of which zip codes had the most cash buyer activity and just focused on those 10 zip
codes.  Found the end buyer by using the Auto Mailer software to blast realtors in the
zip code who represented cash buyers.  The buyer wired in $2,500 EMD to title, which
was treated on the HUD as a marketing fee.  The remaining $27,500 balance was
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handled off the HUD in a cashiers check so the seller did not see the spread.  Buyer
was fine with the assignment fee.  Wanted to throw this out there as an alternative to
double closing provided you don't mind your buyer knowing what you're making.
Obviously if that's a concern then double closing would be the way to go.  Hope it helps
anyone looking for a deal” - Steve Uhlig

"BPM letters are critical to helping us stand out in our very competitive market.
On every appointment we go on we always hear things like:
'I love the handwritten letter!'
'That's such great marketing!'
'They really made you seem more legit!'
We've even heard numerous times from sellers that they get letters regularly, but we
were the first ones they have ever called.
We've tried cheaper marketing and got what everyone else got... silence. If you're going
to try direct mail, do it right. Use BPM" - Mike Dehaan, Washington
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Disclaimers:
No part of this publication may be reproduced or transmitted in any form, or by any means, electronic or
mechanical, including photocopying, and recording, or by any information storage and retrieval without
permission in writing from the Publisher. Request for permission can be addressed at:

Hello@ballpointmarketing.com Or by calling: 866-550-1722

Affiliates:
There are links in this document, in which we have stated that they are affiliate links, which means we earn a
commission from them.

Earnings Disclaimers:
There is no assurance that any prior success or past results regarding earnings or income may be an indication
of your future success or results. Statements or examples of actual earnings on this website that are attributed
to a specified individual or business are true and correct, and we will verify them upon request and also
provide statements of expected typical results; however, these statements or examples should not be viewed
as promises or guarantees of earnings or income. Earnings and income potential are affected by a number of
factors over which we have no control, including but not limited to your financial condition, talent, skills, level
of effort, motivation, past experience and education, your competition, and changes within the market.
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